
25 March 2012 

TO: LOS ANGELES CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS 

RE: DRAFT RESOLUTION OF HOLLYWOOD COMMUNITY PLAN 
CPC-2005-6082-CPU, CPU 1997-43 CPU 
APPROVED BY CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 

DEAR CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS: 

We, the residents of Melrose Hill HPOZ and the immediately adjacent properties, request lower density than 
proposed. The proposed FAR 1.5:1 from our current .5 :1 is 3 times higher and would negatively 
impact our neighborhood. The proposed commercial designations are grossly out of scale. There 
are no alleys between the residential and commercial properties and extended height limits will block out 
sunlight for most of the year. It would destroy backyard privacy and increase traffic in an already 
beleaguered area. 

We are once more requesting the .05:1 and Q conditions to.remain or a maximum of 1.0:1 density 
surrounding the neighborhood and no RAS 4. <Jii'.. F-..4. f.;) 

\., .... 
The 2000 SCAG figures that are the baseline for the proposed new densities are theoreticaL They do not 
reflect the reality of an 8.9% decrease population in this area as shown in the recent census figures. 
Reality is brushed aside in this pian in favor of speculative growth. In the proposed Hollywood Pian, 
calculations show the following increases: 

Santa Monica Boulevard -
Western Avenue -
Melrose Avenue -

600% Increase 
250% Increase 
300% Increase 

As we understand from the Planning Dept -the goal was to increase density by 4.5% over ail. 
As you can see, the above figures grossly exceed the stated intent. . 

The Neighborhood Council Area is about 100 acres. These increases show an Impact of immense 
proportion. Add new limited review, less notification to neighbors, bonus credits that can make a project 
"By Right" and thus eliminate many quality of life requirements. We ask that our HPOZ Board be notified of 

any development adjacent to HPOZ properties. 

Once again, we request you to instruct revision of this planning. 

We enthusiastically support the expansion of the HPOZ, the Hollywood Freeway Central Park and the 
Santa Monica Boulevard and Melrose Avenue Pedestrian-oriented design standards. 

Sincerely, 
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